MIT should set an example

(Continued from page 11) regularly repeating others’ words, about “characters stripped of their personalities.” This is not in the world can strip any of their personalities, but as long as any of these two exist. No one. Orwell’s inventions, as all allegories were a stylization and a removal from the context of reality. Even in their psychological helplessness they were greatly exaggerated. Most Russians are not maimed psychologically any more than most Americans. The two groups are just manipulated by different economic situations. Most Russians lead less comfortable lives than most Americans. America’s political structure is democratic. But the essence of a democracy is measured not in the present order but in its potential to resist self-destruction. The ex-istence of democratic parties is of little importance. Freedom is not a legal right, but a naturally occurring state. If it were, there would be nothing to do but fight against diseases, earthquakes, floods, droughts, storms and un-trivialized radiation. If it were, the grotesque psychological warfare Orwell illustrates would have been meaningless, its fears unfounded. But “normal life” is a daily proof of our incredible difficulties in dealing with our own, not to mention others’, freedom. To tie our thoughts, be they whatever, to an assigned set of 366 days will lead to very feeble results. To refer to Orwell’s book — a literary work — in social or political terms is no more appropriate than to quote Gulliver’s Travels in an election campaign. On the contrary, Gulliver’s Travels is less dangerous, for it has been forgotten by the mass me-dium.
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Available at M.I.T. Student Center, Coop Charge, Market Square, Central Square, Visa and American Express welcome.
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Plus tax if applicable. Location in your area.

Teeney Weeny Book Light

OUR CONVENIENT, PALM-SIZE READING LIGHT SIMPLIFIES READING ANYTIME, ANYWHERE!

The Coop

Harvard Student Cooperative Society

Bonuses additional: A REMARKABLE COMPANY with locations throughout the U.S. and Canada, ROLM's breadth and diversity are apparent in its expanding divisions: TELECOMMUNICATIONS designs, manufactures and markets digital computer-controlled business communication systems for voice, data and text switching and management. DENTISTRY. Develops, manufactures and sells our products through a national sales and service network. BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS GROUP TELECOMMUNICATIONS develops, manufactures and markets digital computer-controlled business communication systems for voice, data and text switching and management. OFFICE SYSTEMS develops, manufactures and markets office automation products. MARKETS GROUP develops applications for various market segments and provides marketing support to national accounts. RCO sells and supports our products through a national sales and service network.

MBA's THE MOVE IS ON ROLM A REMARKABLE COMPANY with locations throughout the U.S. and Canada, ROLM's breadth and diversity are apparent in its expanding divisions: TELECOMMUNICATIONS designs, manufactures and markets digital computer-controlled business communication systems for voice, data and text switching and management. DENTISTRY. Develops, manufactures and sells our products through a national sales and service network. BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS GROUP TELECOMMUNICATIONS develops, manufactures and markets digital computer-controlled business communication systems for voice, data and text switching and management. OFFICE SYSTEMS develops, manufactures and markets office automation products. MARKETS GROUP develops applications for various market segments and provides marketing support to national accounts. RCO sells and supports our products through a national sales and service network. MILE SPEC COMPUTER DIVISION This Division develops, manufactures and sells ruggedized computer systems. MOVE ON TO THE FREEDOM OF ROLM, where high value is placed on rewarding initiative and risk-taking commitment and where the pos-sibilities, rewarding environment was designed with your personal and professional well-being in mind.

We'll be on campus Thursday, February 16

We're recruiting for positions in our MARKETING and FINANCIAL areas. Please welcome representatives from candidates with strong backgrounds and interest in Marketing, MIS and Human Resources.

Contact Your Placement Office Now for an Appointment and Resume.